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Music Phase 2 Survey – Raw Feedback 
 
 
Do you think the draft materials for this subject are ready for testing with students in pilot 
schools/kura? 
Option Total Percent 
The materials are ready for piloting 2 0.21% 
The materials need small amendments before piloting 13 1.37% 
The materials need significant amendments before piloting 7 0.74% 
The materials are unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 928 97.58% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on the draft materials? If there was one thing you think 
would help make these materials easier to test in the pilot, what would it be? 

ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

I think a little more clarity around some of the language would be good, but 
otherwise I think most of the materials are in a testable place. 

ANON-
767U-
4E5A-8 

Materials on the surface appear restrictive/not flexible to meet the needs of in front 
of us. Particularly disappointing to see Performance is no longer an external. It 
would be a great benefit to students to have 1.2 and 1.4 both be portfolio. 1.1 and 
1.3 lending themselves to accumulated evidence over a range of tasks. 1.1 looks 
good. But 1.3 is very alarming. It would better suit our students to study set works 
students or teachers select and present answers without it being such a directed 4 
week time frame. It is really unclear what 'stimulus materials' means or if students 
and teachers can select music works from existing resources or if the materials 
dictate specific music works content. The 1.6 currently embodies a model of 
accumulated evidence throughout a study of two music works. It is concerning that 
1.3 shifts away from the accumulated evidence model and places a time pressure of 
4 weeks for students to present their best evidence. I agree whole heartedly that 
maori music should be included with another context to balance but that it should 
not be necessarily western music as the second set work. Students should also be 
permitted to select their own choice of music for 1.3 based on interests in 
contemporary contexts. 
 
In summary 1.1 and 1.4 are good to go, i look forward to seeing this in practice. 
However 1.2 could have remained external and 1.3 assessed with accumulated 
evidence via internal. As it stands 1.3 would result in failure from our students. 
 
Also...a very disturbing yet interesting issue exists with the redesign of Music. 
Sciences have preserved their strands and have 60 credits available through the 
lense of multiple subject subtopics. Why could we not preserve the strands of PK, 
DI, CI and UC in a similar way. Science gets to keep a briad spectrum where we are 
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losing our wealth of assessment options that suited different learning styles, 
musicianship diversity and has resulted in to a dumbing down of standards which is 
very sad. I know its only assessment and that curriculum design is still what leads 
the learning but i really feel like we are losing so much from this process after what 
our music education has achieved and fought for over the years. 

ANON-
767U-
4ERP-M 

Specifically the. external standards need more specific details for effective teaching 
of 1.3 and 1.4. Assessment criteria are needed for both. PLD around on Tikanga 
Māori and concepts for teaching. 
Why are we changing the terminology from elements to concepts where there is an 
international understanding of elements. 

ANON-
767U-
4E3F-B 

The examples of music offered were ok, but lacked in range of styles. 
Needs examples of student work to help clarify the expectation of performance and 
composition being intertwined. (1.2 and 1.4) 

ANON-
767U-
4EYS-X 

Please let the solo performance and Group performance standard as it is. It is fare 
for students that do extra curricula especially group (Band) performance practice 
after school and live performance gig in the weekend to gain their 4 credit from all 
their hard work after school hour. It is easy to train soloist during school time and 
they deserve their separate 6 credit for their two solo assessment. I like these new 
draft for music but please keep these two standard separate as students in my 
school work hard especially they love the practical part of music. Blessings. 

ANON-
767U-
4EC7-C 

Support needs to be provided to Educators to help guide them in their teaching of 
the Māori and Pasifika specific content. Providing resources and PD is needed to 
ensure we are teaching authentically. 
 
Clarity around the expectations for the performance standard. Moving from the 
current 3 performances (2 solo and 1 group performance) to 1? performance. 
 
Interpretation of the standards (particularly the concepts standard) across schools 
could vary quite significantly. A student's understanding of theory in one school 
could be vastly different to a student in another school. This could have implications 
for tertiary study etc. 
 
Why are musical elements being changed to 'Concepts'? Musical elements are an 
internationally recognised title and Concepts are not. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGF-Y 

(i) Concerns are fundamental aural skills not being compulsory. 
 
(ii) Lack of relevant content resource links. 
 
(iii) Credit number of 20 is too high, considering we only need 14 for endorsement in 
our old system. 
 
(iv) Therefore we believe for Music the stakes are too high, there will be gaps in our 
Ako, students lose development in their musicianship ability the programme would 
need to be too content heavy. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGX-H 

Materials need to be more specific in assessment requirements eg, nature of 
composition submission and context requirements for external submission. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

There are currently no exemplars to create a baseline for the different standards. 
The resources are very sparse, and the quality is low. For example, there is limited 
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to no technical resources that outline musical concepts required for teaching 
contemporary te reo content. 

ANON-
767U-
4E78-1 

There are large blocks that are missing and therefor cannot be implemented with a 
class at this point in time. 

ANON-
767U-
4E8T-X 

Thank you for your time and effort in putting these together so far. Exciting changes, 
a little scary because its new. 

The biggest thing for me personally is that I feel a lot of PD is needed around Maori 
tikanga, structures of Maori music and Te Ao Maori so that we as music teachers 
can deliver the material to our akonga with confidence and do it justice. If we can 
organise workshops similar to the "Best Practise" workshops that used to be run and 
seek some of our Maori experts that would be amazing. I am fortunate that I have 

 here at  to answer questions I may have, but what 
about other schools - who do they have? 

I have a few questions about each of the standards after meeting with teachers of 
another school today as part of the Accord Day. 

Music 1.4 
What are the structures of Maori and Pacific Music? I am of Samoan descent and I 
was a little bit unsure of what was meant by structures. Do you mean the form of 
different waiata/pese/hiva? A little explanation about what exactly is meant by this 
would be helpful. 
For the actual portfolio - how many activities are we supposed to organise for the 
students to collect evidence? It doesn't state that students are submitting completed 
creations just collecting evidence does that mean they are only submitting a portfolio 
with detailed explanations of their processes in creating music not completed 
compositions. 

Music 1.3 
There needs to be a mountain of resources created for this standard and also a lot 
of PD available for teachers to upskill and be able to teach towards this standard. I 
love it but I feel for my colleagues who may not have access to an expert in Maori 
music or understand what tikanga is, what does it look like in Music? 

Music 1.2 
How many pieces are needed for this assessment? The word contrasting is 
mentioned so students will need to perform minimum of 2 pieces? 

I think the new standards are great just a little vague. I am also concerned that if a 
teacher wanted to, they didn't HAVE to teach students important skills such as 
notation...what happens to all the Music Technology standards?  

ANON-
767U-
4EME-4 

More clarification and detail about the requirements of assessments. In particular, 
the requirements for externals. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

More clarification in the expectations of amount of work required for the different 
standards 

9(2)(a) 9(2)(a)
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ANON-
767U-
41S2-3 

More resources for teacher to be able to teach these standards. NZ education 
system operates on a model that results in too much time wasted of teachers 
doubling up there workload, with no centralised hub to gather lesson plans/unit 
plans/resources etc. This is something that should be addressed not only for the 
pilot, but for moving forward. 

ANON-
767U-
41AD-3 

We don't have material for all the standards so that's a non starter. 
At the moment the Level 1 music course is great, it covers everything students need 
to move forward in music education. They can give everything a go and learn. By 
turning 6 standards into 4 we do lose out. Students will lose out. Teaching will lose 
out. There isn't the diversity for the students to enable them to succeed. 
I don't think the given material is the same standard. For 1.1 some of it looks great 
others a great idea and awesome to do in the classroom but really worth the 4 
credits? 

ANON-
767U-
41AC-2 

I think the ideas were good, but if we were planning on using them we would need to 
do a lot of planning around delivery, and making it specific to our learners. 

ANON-
767U-
41XM-3 

Having four examples for each internal standard would be great. 
Having draft examples of the externals is needed for real feedback on the 
standards. 

ANON-
767U-
41KN-Q 

We would like to swap 1.1 and 1.3 in the terms of internal or external assessment. 
1.3 is too complex to be assessed through the exam. 1.1 would be more suitable to 
be assessed through the exam setting. 

ANON-
767U-
41MA-C 

I realise that the SEG has had a limited time frame to both define the new structures 
for Music and in turn create sample assessment schedules and course outlines to 
show what it might look like. Our subject is diverse and plays out (what a pun!) in 
our classrooms in many ways every day. The materials on the website do show the 
big picture intended and the rest is up to us to devise, but (as mentioned in my 
specific feedback) there is certainly going to be a need for upskilling all teachers 
dealing with the NCEA content, particularly around mātauranga Māori and tikanga. 

ANON-
767U-
41TN-Z 

I think you need to korero with your Te Ao Haka and Tikanga and/or Te Reo Maori 
colleagues about the suitability of karanga being included in Music. I would not feel 
comfortable assessing a student doing a karanga for Music Performance. Perhaps 
including aspects of karanga-like calling in a piece or in a composition - but to call it 
a karanga... Kao. There are too many existing tikanga around karanga I think. 

 
Do the sample Course Outline(s) exemplify how the Significant Learning can form a 
coherent years’ programme with opportunities to assess the 4 Standards? (Do they show 
how a course could be taught across a year in the subject? Remember these can be 
adapted to your own context.) 
Option Total Percent 
The Course Outline(s) are useful examples 4 0.42% 
The Course Outline(s) are unclear or do not contain enough information 4 0.42% 
The Course Outline(s) are too similar to show multiple ways a course 
could be constructed 

0 0.00% 

The Course Outline(s) are not useful 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 942 99.05% 

 
Do the Course Outline(s) demonstrate how teaching and learning could be grounded in 
mātauranga Māori? 
Option Total Percent 
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The course outline(s) demonstrate this clearly 1 0.11% 
The course outline(s) demonstrate this to some extent 7 0.74% 
The course outline(s) do not demonstrate this 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 941 98.95% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on the Course Outline(s)? 

ANON-
767U-
4EX9-
3 

We teach in Semesters (for seniors these are approx. 16 weeks long each) with the 
semester changeover falling around Week 7 of Term 2. The third course outline shows 
a helpful division of the year into two blocks, but currently I only have one pure music 
semester course at Level 1. It would be interesting to hear from other schools that 
operate in semesters to see how 2 or 3 (or all 4?!) of these new standards could be 
combined into one semester. 

ANON-
767U-
4E3B-
7 

From the course outlines and the suggested learning outcomes/assessment 
opportunities, it looks as though the entire course could be completed in much less than 
a year. This is a little concerning as it may result in reduced course hours (or shorter 
courses). 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-
K 

The course outlines are only useful in that they create a closed loop with already 
assumed buy-in from the NCEA community. There is an assumption of resourcing for 
these outlines that in no way is matched by reality. There is no evidence of time spent 
on the referencing material, as many of these examples are not appropriate in language 
or inclusivity to be taught in a secondary school (reference NPR's Tiny Desk - Anderson 
Paak). 

ANON-
767U-
4E78-
1 

There needs to be more information about what mātauranga Māori looks like in the 
context of music. It is difficult to teach a concept that one dose not fully understand 
themselves. This is a concept many teachers of music would not have had previous 
knowledge or learning in. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBH-
V 

They are broad enough to be adapted to the wide range of music students in my 
classes eg Heavy metal to high classical. 

ANON-
767U-
41XM-
3 

The course outlines look like they were rushed and missing more 'meat' on what it 
would look like to teach the standards. 
These courses will become default schemes, so need more work. Also can we have 
more than 3? 

ANON-
767U-
41MA-
C 

While the first example gave some insight in to the way a programme could be 
structured, with integration and progressive learning leading to assessments, the 
second 2 were in a more general term block approach, lacking the detail about how we 
might weave a range of learning experiences together so support student progress and 
achievement. 
The changes required for this new structure to be operated effectively will be 
considerable and as I see it, the work I would need to put in to prepare a course means 
that I will not be ready to participate in the pilot. 

ANON-
767U-
417A-
P 

I am grateful to the SEG members for the work they have put into creating these course 
outlines. 
Regarding mātauranga Māori: my overall impression is that mātauranga principles need 
further unpacking and evidencing within these outlines. In my view Outline 1 comes 
closest to this. 
Outline 2 is an entirely western-based course. Apologies for sounding harsh but the 
suggested method of study of Te Iwi E belongs back in the 70’s and 80’s, where it is a 
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‘study of’, as opposed to an ‘interaction with’ an Indigenous piece. Objectifies the 
culture; outsiders looking in with little personal connection or context. There also needs 
to be evidence within the learning activities column of the culturally based significant 
learning in the left-hand column. There is little connection between this outline and the 
Music aspiration statement on the homepage. 
Outline 3 
Lots of good stuff in here but the use of Bene’s “Soaked “and Fat Freddy’s Drop 
“Wandering Eye” would not really provide scope for deep cultural learning if they are to 
be used for 1.3. There are so many talented and culturally grounded artists out there at 
the moment who are creating works that are intentionally immersed in te ao Māori which 
would provide wonderful opportunities for developing deeper understandings and 
experiences of mātauranga. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.1] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 4 0.42% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 2 0.21% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 3 0.32% 
The criteria need some clarification 5 0.53% 
The criteria need significant clarification 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 2 0.21% 
Further detail is needed in the guidance 7 0.74% 
Guidance is unclear 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 
I could use or adapt all 3 activities 4 0.42% 
I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 6 0.63% 
I could not use or adapt any of these activities 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 2 0.21% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 5 0.53% 
None of the activities do this 3 0.32% 
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Not Answered 941 98.95% 
 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 5 0.53% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 5 0.53% 
None of the activities do this 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.1] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 

ANON-
767U-
4EX9-3 

I LOVE the Lo-Fi recreation activity. It seems like Lo-Fi would be a good genre to 
start with for doing the recreation in a DAW, but really this task could be done with 
many different genres of music. As noted in the materials this would be a great pre-
composition task to get students confident using a DAW and give them a good 
understanding of how songs are made. The segment playback activity is going to be 
great for my learners who have great musical ears but are not confident readers - it's 
awesome to see this change from the current theory and aural papers. Before 
teaching either of these activities I would want to see as many exemplars as 
possible to feel confident I was making good judgements against the standard. 

ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

- What counts as a ‘significant concept’ as opposed to just a ‘concept’? Concepts 
have been defined as the various building blocks, but none of them were highlighted 
as being more significant than others. 
- Are there any assessment forms which might not be considered appropriate for this 
standard? It seems extremely open ended, which is good, but it seems worth 
clarifying if literally any form of presentation is valid - could ākonga compose a piece 
which demonstrates their understanding of the concepts studied for example? Could 
they perhaps perform in a small ensemble, demonstrating their understanding of 
rhythmic interplay between parts, texture, timbre, etc? I deliberately choose these 
examples as they're both assessed else where in 1.4 or 1.2 respectively, but I very 
much like the broad scope 1.1 provides. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGX-H 

The criteria for different achievement levels is missing- specific skill and knowledge 
requirements. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

There are no adequate resources/activities supplied at this stage, therefore all 
questions below the initial on this page are moot. 

ANON-
767U-
4E72-U 

The 'old 1.6' word elements has been replaced with concepts. I'd like to see some 
examples of Māori concepts of music in the example lists alongside the Western 
ideas of musical elements to remind us all to consider these. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

This standard feels oddly similar to 1.3. Both seem to have links to describing the 
musical elements and their relation setting/context. This seems to be a lot of 
overlap, so Im not sure that we would be utilising 4 standards to their fullest. For 
example, 1.1 talks a lot about showing how music concepts relate to specific styles 
or settings. Isn't this very similar to showing how the music is influenced by the 
context (i.e. setting)? I can see how as a teacher you could adapt the activities to 
feel different to the report writing in 1.3 but it seems like this is two sides of the same 
coin which could very easily be combined to a single standard. Would this standard 
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be better utilised for something else? and combine the musical concepts and context 
standards? The assessment activities also seem to have longer timelines than 
necessary. The playback activity for example gives 3 weeks to choose a piece of 
music! Then another couple of weeks to choose a 30 second section for playback! 
That seems like a very bloated timeline. 

ANON-
767U-
416K-Y 

Clarity on how many elements are required to discuss. 
Further clarification on M/E criteria. 

ANON-
767U-
41MA-C 

Generally I think there is a lack of detail around the range of concepts expected to 
be covered at Level 1. There is a selection mentioned as an example, and one of 
the example assessment activities goes on to mention other concepts that aren't in 
that example list. 
This standard relies on teachers having a really good grasp of all aspects of Music 
(western art, contemporary and indigenous) to construct a well rounded and 
thorough programme. Firmer guidance around baseline coverage would be 
beneficial to ensure that students are well set up to continue studying music if they 
wish to do so. 
As it stands presently, there are schools who do not undertake the existing externals 
due to their perceived challenging nature - with the proposed outline's openness-to-
interpretation this reconstruction might again lead to a lower cognitive approach to 
developing students musicianship in a range of schools, dependent on the 
willingness of their teachers to do the 'hard yards' and design appropriate integrated 
programmes. 
 
Teachers are expected to differentiate currently, but often that leads to small 
alterations to cater for advanced students or reviewed learning pathways for 
students lacking knowledge - I can see a 3 faceted concurrent programme forming 
around essential concepts to best fit students who are a)classically minded, 
b)contemporary focused and c)indigenous specialists. This is all well and good in a 
single level class group where it would require a decent amount of time to set up 
and deliver - but for those in multi-level situations this could become rather unwieldy. 

ANON-
767U-
417A-P 

In my view there is a nice range of topics offered for assessing this AS. Three issues 
still stand out: 
1. The 3 activities are all very much shaped and expressed according to a western 
lens, and need to be reworked in order to allow for learning via a mātauranga lens. 
Mātauranga Māori seems to be reduced down to the offering of waiata, and as 
subject matter only, for one of the three activities. And then, the suggested task 
(1.1a Waiata Concepts) and the means of carrying the task out are counter-cultural. 
Western research practices have been problematic for indigenous cultures because 
it has historically been a means of objectification - where the interviewer takes the 
required knowledge from the interviewee and there is no reciprocal benefit. Interview 
as a research method is particularly troublesome because it assumes a right to 
knowledge, within pre-determined timeframes etc. In my view it would be good to 
see this task as an exploration, or more simply, an analysis that broadens the 
student's understanding of how concepts can be used to create or enhance meaning 
in music - as opposed to a research project... 
 
This Activity 1.1a in particular needs to be reworked to ensure that Māori students 
can operate fully as Māori as they are freed to think deeply about a kaupapa that 
may be of deep personal and cultural significance. This includes the opportunity to 
work together instead of individually, to draw from their personal experiences and 
existing cultural knowledges, to have their learning connected to a culturally relevant 
context, and to build their knowledge and understanding alongside their peers and 
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teacher. A suggestion for the wording of the task could be: "Investigate [or explore] 
how a waiata of your choice applies music concepts to enhance the story-telling or 
to express the meaning of the waiata." Students could select from three waiata 
provided by the teacher (so all students have a starting point straight away), or a 
waiata of choice/personal significance. All options should have scope for deep 
cultural learning. From there, much emphasis should be on the story of the waiata 
and the meaning or function, and guidance provided to help students identify what 
concepts in particular help tell the story, as well as identifying what concepts are 
common to other waiata within the same genre. I think the task needs to be broken 
down and kept manageable. I also believe that students should have the opportunity 
to personally express the potential learnings that would be significant to themselves 
within this unit, and this could be accommodated within the assessment schedule. 
 
2. For all three Activities, more links are required between the "What to do" 
statement and both the Assessment Schedule and Explanatory Note 1. For 
example, 1.1b part 2, and 1.1c, should require a description of the expressive impact 
of the concepts and how they contribute to the overall effect of the music. It's all 
there between the different sections (explanatory notes, task and assessment 
schedule) but I believe the task should lay this all out for students so it is clear, and 
they are set up to achieve right from the beginning. 
 
3. Timeframes are inconsistent between the 3 activities: 
1.1a is 4 weeks; 1.1b is 10 weeks; 1.1c is two terms 
The least amount of time is given to the "Māori" activity. 1.1c seems less involved 
than the other two, and students could possibly source musical scores online to help 
them with the play-back and analysis. 
 
I like the range of ways offered within these activities for presenting for assessment. 
Hopefully the student can choose a presentation form that would best enable them 
to communicate their new learnings. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.2] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 4 0.42% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 5 0.53% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 938 98.63% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 5 0.53% 
The criteria need some clarification 5 0.53% 
The criteria need significant clarification 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 938 98.63% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 6 0.63% 
Further detail is needed in the guidance 5 0.53% 
Guidance is unclear 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 939 98.74% 
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Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 
I could use or adapt all 3 activities 8 0.84% 
I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 4 0.42% 
I could not use or adapt any of these activities 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 938 98.63% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 5 0.53% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 6 0.63% 
None of the activities do this 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 938 98.63% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 9 0.95% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 3 0.32% 
None of the activities do this 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 938 98.63% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.2] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 

ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

- Combining ensemble and solo performance at this level seems fair, but as a 6 
credit unit, a single performance doesn’t seem to be a fair representation of a year’s 
work. It also feels like it could be easily exploited - 6 easy credits for someone in 
choir / orchestra / etc to pick up, which in turn could create a sizeable workload for 
music teachers assessing, moderating and submitting students which are outside 
the normal course. I would like to see this standard comprise two elements - a 
‘snapshot style’ single performance and a performance diary (or similar) in which a 
number of performances from across the year are recorded and self evaluated. This 
would help incorporate the idea that being a performer is about more than just doing 
a thing then moving on, it’s about reflection and growth. Ākonga would be assessed 
on their single performance and on how their performance reflections across the 
year fed into that performance. 
- Generally I feel a single 3-4 minute performance is not enough for a 6 credit 
standard. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGX-H 

Good starting point. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

The lack of clarity regarding both quantity and quality of the work required is a 
problem here. The language used is ambiguous and contradictory. The conjoining of 
the different aspects of performance devalues the importance of the different skills 
required in this area. 
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ANON-
767U-
4E78-1 

Would the Waita component be compulsory for all students? How would a 
saxophone player show mātauranga Māori? How many performances would it have 
to be? Could a student performing as part of a choir or a band be able to count that 
towards their performances, especially when they are one of many singing or 
playing the same part. I find that this part is not clear enough to be implemented. 

ANON-
767U-
4E72-U 

Māori contexts for assessment; sessions at home, concerts at church, hui at the 
marae, at the beginning or end of wananga, pre-tangi gatherings when people sing a 
song/present music for the deceased or the whanau - more idea of what 'Māori' 
context means. 
I even wonder if 'perform' is the right word in some of these - just like we don't 
'perform' in church but rather present music for various reasons. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

Fine with most of this standard except that one performance of 3-4 minutes seems 
very short. This is especially true when the standard is 6 credits. Could the standard 
specific two performances at different points in the year? A lot of students could walk 
in and do this on day one. In talks with music teachers in the area we discussed that 
we might encourage students develop over the year in their performance skill by 
including the need to 'show development' over the course of the year. This could 
mean performing once at the start to show their current level and tracking 
development over the course of the year. This development means that all students 
must demonstrate a commitment to some improvement on their instrument 
regardless of the level. It could also better ensure equity, as it means those who 
have not previously had access to instrumental lessons could still achieve well and 
not be disadvantaged. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBH-V 

Rather than one performance the assessment needs to be that the student shows 
improvement in performance over the year. Evidence will be a video from the 
beginning of the year and a video from the second half of the year that shows the 
level of improvement. Achievement criteria will need changing eg some 
improvement demonstrated, significant improvement demonstrated, massive 
improvement demonstrated 

ANON-
767U-
4EBV-A 

I feel just one performance is too little, a submitted portfolio showing progress 
throughout the year would be more suitable, along the lines of AT LEAST two solos 
and one group performance. This would be appropriate to 60 hours work (if one 
credit is 10 hours) 

ANON-
767U-
4EBR-6 

After local consultation I am in agreement that the standard itself needs to assess 
development of the performer over time. One performance is not sufficient for the 
amount of credits being offered. Regardless of ability, two performances spread over 
the year can show development for both a high level performer and a student 
relatively new to the instrument. The practice journal idea is fantastic and provides 
more accountability for the student to understand the process of improving as a 
performer. It's important to not overlook the impact the itinerant teachers have in this 
standard. By assessing development over two performances and having a written 
component to the standard (diary) the students' personal itinerant tutor will be able 
to be included much more in the process. 

ANON-
767U-
416K-Y 

Explanatory note 2 ("The music performed must exhibit musical and technical skills 
required at Curriculum Level 6.") is not helpful. We should keep the current language 
of '3 years tuition'. 
The standard is very vague, where the activities go into more detail & require more 
work of students - the standard should reflect this level of detail. 
Excellence level criteria are arguably very difficult for typical Year 11 students. 
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ANON-
767U-
41MA-C 

In regard to the suitability of this standard for including appropriate Māori content for 
assessment there is a difficulty when aligning to Level 6 of the Curriculum. In terms 
of the expected performance capability equaling three years of group based 
instruction there should be some examples specific to taonga pūoro and traditional 
forms of Māori music as the expectation here isn't clear. Applying Grade 3 melodic 
expectations to kōauau for example isn't a valid comparison. 
 
So, dependent on our programme roll-out and preparation, students can complete a 
range of performances (solo or with others) and choose their best one to undergo 
the assessment? This seems a lot to give 6 credits to. 
I feel that the 'way-out' around performing to an audience is a bad idea. When 
learning of the option for the assessor being the only audience I know many 
students who would request that instead of growing as a performer by learning to 
present their music to others. 

ANON-
767U-
417A-P 

I like the range of activities which have their own special character requirements, but 
there are inconsistencies across the three activities in terms of requirements, 
expectations, timeframes, assessment methods. Each activity needs to be more 
uniform in these ways, with room for the expression of the special character of each 
task. (For example, compare the “What to do” requirements for 1.2a and 1.2c. Do 
the same for the “How to present your learning” requirements between these two 
activities. There are considerable differences/inequities that don’t necessarily relate 
to the special character of the tasks.) 
The special character components (ie te ao, festival, live performance) need to be 
comparative too, in terms of reasonable expectations for Level 1, work and effort 
requirements, cultural engagement and maturity level requirements. Mātauranga 
needs to be seen more broadly than just content and terminology. 
The idea of 1.2a is great because it validates the performance of Māori music, 
however in my view it needs reworking. For starters, in its effort to validate 
mātauranga, it actually requires more from students than the other activities do. It is 
highly prescriptive in terms of “cultural requirements”, and they are written as 
imperatives, rather than simply as encouragement towards developing cultural 
understanding. The expression of these cultural components feel strained (like a 
listing of culturally-related terms) rather than truly contextual and wholistic, and for 
the growth and development of the student. 
There are demands such as “you should use performance practices appropriate to 
te ao Māori - tikanga, discipline, wairua, adaptability, diversity, and mana” (what 
does this even mean for a year 11 student? eg. “wairua” as a performance 
practice...) This list would be intimidating or confusing for a Māori student who is 
culturally dislocated and has a desire to move towards te ao Māori. Comments such 
as “For instance, perform or practise in front of a marae only when appropriate” are 
just plain puzzling. 
Other demands such as having “a deep understanding of the origin of your chosen 
music and the influences on its creation” are good things, but may be well beyond a 
15 year-old student, especially if they are not brought up in te ao Māori. There is no 
equivalent requirement for this type of understanding for the other activities, even 
though it would be relevant to the genuine expression of any type of music. 
This whole task could be re-written from a mātauranga perspective, to show a focus 
on the musical and cultural growth, nurturing and well-being of the student, within 
encouraging and inclusive parametres. The culturally-related requirements could be 
re-worded as things to aspire to or to be encouraged in, as the student explores 
performance in this arena, as opposed to being expressed as mandatory 
components. This would be a move towards mātauranga principles being lovingly 
expressed within the task. 
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Is this Achievement Standard [1.3] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 5 0.53% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 937 98.53% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 6 0.63% 
The criteria need some clarification 4 0.42% 
The criteria need significant clarification 4 0.42% 
Not Answered 937 98.53% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 2 0.21% 
Guidance is insufficient 7 0.74% 
Guidance is unclear 5 0.53% 
Not Answered 937 98.53% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.3]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 

ANON-
767U-
4EX9-3 

There is limited detail provided at present and I would want to see more explanation 
of possible Māori music works or contexts that would be recommended/appropriate. 
It's great that we are centering Te Ao Māori! Because my school operates in 
semesters it may be problematic to have this standard assessed only at one specific 
time during the year, having two or more different time options for the assessment 
would be helpful and give more flexibility to everyone planning their courses in 
different ways. Again, lots of exemplars will be necessary to help teachers get their 
heads around how to prepare students. 

ANON-
767U-
4EH4-E 

“Music 1.3 Demonstrate understanding of music in context” raises concern as task-
driven, with only 2 weeks to complete each aspect with only one method of 
assessment...we thought that these changes to removing barriers and providing 
multiple means of assessment. Teachers should be able to select the music works 
studies, not dictated to within assessment stimulus material. Very concerning. We 
need more information. 

ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

- I have concerns regarding the timing of this and other musical workload, 
specifically events like the Big Sing. A lot of other events are built around avoiding 
the current exam period, and while moving externals out of Term 4 could be a good 
thing, it could create problems elsewhere in the year. 
- I think it would be beneficial if the pieces to be studied in this standard were set by 
NCEA, rather than picked by the music teachers. Just like choosing repertoire for a 
choir or orchestra, choosing appropriate pieces places a huge pressure on the 
teachers, and choosing the wrong pieces could unknowingly make both the teacher 
and the students’ lives much harder. I would advocate that as an externally 
assessed standard, NZQA sets specific repertoire to be studied, rather than 
generically ‘a Māori piece’ and ‘a non-Māori piece’, helping create a more level 
playing field and supporting teachers in smaller, or more rural schools. 
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- Alternatively, I think it would be beneficial if NCEA were to at least release a list of 
potential repertoire that might suit this standard. 

ANON-
767U-
4ERP-M 

Guidance is unclear and needs a lot more clarification. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGX-H 

Before a meaningful programme can be developed more information must be 
provided on the nature of the stimulus material and the assessment task. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

The Proposed Assessment Approach lends itself strongly to disadvantaging many 
students. Again, the lack of any clarity or the apparent of absence of a strong 
educational pedagogical approach is greatly concerning. 

ANON-
767U-
4E78-1 

I'm still not sure about this. I think I need to see the activities to make a clear 
conclusion on them. 

ANON-
767U-
4E72-U 

Various methods in preparing a report could be listed as accompanying examples. 
eg. radio interview, demonstration, presentation with audio examples. 
Much more guidance/PLD regarding Māori contexts required by many of us. 

ANON-
767U-
4E2B-6 

It is our request that this standard is not restricted to being taught in Term 2 only as 
stated in the 'Unpacking the Standard' tab. Our preference is for the teaching and 
learning of this standard to take part in the latter half of term 3 onwards so students 
can contribute meaningfully by drawing upon the skills and vocabulary they have 
learnt during the year through the other standards and their practical experience. 
This would allow for a richer understanding of traditional Māori and Pasifika music as 
well as a more logical scaffolding of learning. This scaffolding is crucial if we wish to 
have equity for all learners. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

I'm not sure how well students would engage with a significant piece of writing for 
the assessment. Can they submit in different ways? Can they record their work 
verbally? Online presentations? etc. 
I think this standard could easily be merged with 1.1 (see response for 1.1) 

ANON-
767U-
41XM-3 

Need to have some examples about what the assessment would actually be to really 
understand the standard. 

ANON-
767U-
416K-Y 

Very little information provided - more required before suitable for a pilot. 
Teachers need huge amounts professional development around the Maori contexts 
& content. 
Exemplars of pieces, tasks, etc etc, need to be provided. Could we have one of the 
pieces mandated nationwide (provided this is changed on a regular basis). 

ANON-
767U-
41MA-C 

Firstly, some further explanation (and examples!) will be needed around what will be 
suitable content for the mandatory Māori work. There may be a tendency for 
teachers to select music by a Māori performer that has simply been translated in to 
te reo (such as on the recent Waiata Anthems releases) and use that as their Māori 
context, although that piece of music may not include any aspects of tikanga at all. 
Would the fact that the music features te reo be sufficient for the study in a Māori 
context? I think people might do something like this as an accessible option, but it 
verges close to cultural appropriation. 
There will need to be mass-upskilling for Music teachers nationwide to enable this to 
be done without tokenism, and the development of a bank of resources that 
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specifies content/meanings/traditions which is varying, generationally learned local 
knowledge from an oral tradition. 
 
Secondly - does there need to be equity across the country in terms of content 
covered for this context assessment? Perhaps detailing some examples will ensure 
that teachers don't select works that aren't going to provide suitable content for 
students to function at higher achievement levels, or prepare them for further study. I 
guess there will be exemplars to come? Sample questions? 

ANON-
767U-
417A-P 

So awesome to have a shift in focus for this kaupapa! Much clarity is still required re 
the assessment – especially regarding the term “source materials.” What does this 
mean? 
Also, are teachers and students free to select their own works for study that are 
relevant to their region and to the make-up of the class? And will the questions 
provide a lot of scope and choice? This would ensure that students are not having to 
bend their own cultural knowledges to fit external questions that may not be relevant 
to their cultural/musical development. 
Explanatory note 3: “integrates tikanga with the use of te reo Māori and/or taonga 
pūoro...” Could this be made even more broad to include any work that may be 
deeply embedded in tikanga but may use electronic or western instruments (for 
example), or new ways of communicating purākau via soundscapes etc. It is limiting 
to narrow things down to te reo Māori and taonga pūoro. 
There should be a note included that guides the selection of works; just because it 
might be a song in te reo Māori, or a song performed by a Māori musician, doesn’t 
mean it fits into the “Māori music context” category. There needs to be scope for 
both musical and cultural learning. For example, a Bene song translated into Māori 
does not allow for this learning. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.4] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 4 0.42% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 1 0.11% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 3 0.32% 
The criteria need some clarification 4 0.42% 
The criteria need significant clarification 4 0.42% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 2 0.21% 
Guidance is insufficient 4 0.42% 
Guidance is unclear 5 0.53% 
Not Answered 940 98.84% 
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Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.4]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 

ANON-
767U-
4EX9-3 

It's interesting to see that pre-existing loops and samples are allowed to be used in 
this standard (and I understand why). But will those students making beats using a 
loop library/samples be allowed to create 'original' compositions when they have 
made it purely from a loop library? 

ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

- Much more clarity is needed around what might constitute the portfolio. One piece? 
Two pieces? One piece with programme notes? Several sketches and one fully 
realised piece? The unpacking section states that the portfolio would be developed 
across the whole school year, so presumably the assumption is that it would contain 
more than one piece of work. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGX-H 

Expectations folios or submissions need to be outlined before a programme of study 
can be devised. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

The ambiguity regarding the quantity and quality of work required persists here. 
Akonga from well-resourced schools will be at an advantage throughout these 
standards, but particularly in areas that require strong resource writers, with time 
and technology generously offered by the school community and whanau. 

ANON-
767U-
4E78-1 

How many compositions will be needed? Why is this such a huge standard when 
there are many students who are not composers and will struggle with this as a 
subject. Will there be a mixture of arraignment and composition? 

ANON-
767U-
4E72-U 

I'm not sure that 'stylistic coherence' (Merit) is a stepping stone to/lesser feature 
than intent (Ex). Stylistic coherence in a creative standard seems somewhat ... 
prescribed or limiting. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

I like that this standard is external. I think it will have a significant impact on 
workload, so that is appreciated. My main question for this standard is what 
constitutes a portfolio of work? Could someone submit one piece in a year and get 6 
credits? I think there needs to be clarification of what is expected as a final result. It 
seems that performance and composition both have this same issue, and for 12 
combined credits there needs to be an equivalent amount of work involved. 

ANON-
767U-
41XM-3 

Need to have some examples about what the assessment would actually be to 
really understand the standard. 

ANON-
767U-
416K-Y 

How will it be marked externally? - including providing quality feedback. 
How will it be handed in/submitted? 
How much evidence/student work needs to be in the 'portfolio' - how much do they 
have to do? How long are the pieces? 
Excellence criteria - weighting too heavy towards 'emotional' impact, which 
disadvantages more intellectual, abstract approaches. 

ANON-
767U-
41MA-C 

While I am supportive of the idea of a portfolio to be assessed, I do query the 
inclusion of loops as part of the original content expectation. A collaboration looks to 
separate the ideas contributed to a created piece according to whoever generated 
them. If a collaboration needs to be assessed individually, then shouldn't the loops 
(when created by another individual) be separated out too? 
There is a huge temptation for students to rely on pre-existing material when they 
have access to it and it hasn't specifically explained as 'not-being-their-original-
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idea'... even if it contributes to a bigger piece, it still is not content they have 
generated. 

ANON-
767U-
417A-P 

Unpacking: can we have clarification regarding what is involved in the portfolio – 
amount of work, types of work or samples etc. 
Also, how much involvement will teachers have in terms of guiding students in 
preparing portfolio pieces? Do they mark drafts / passively assess final portfolios 
and get students to make improvements until the teacher feels they will get a great 
mark from the external marker? Clarification and clearly marked out parametres are 
needed to ensure the AS stays manageable and equal across schools. 
In my view, “clearly expressing feelings and emotions” should be an aspect to be 
explored, but not a mandatory component, as it limits composition/ boxes-in what it 
is to compose. 
Explanatory note 2: should pre-existing material be acknowledged by the student? 
Explanatory note 3: can we have clarification around collaboration: can this be with 
someone outside of the music class/school? 

 
Do the four Achievement Standards as a group credential the most important knowledge 
and/or skills for this subject as illustrated by the Learning Matrix? 
Option Total Percent 
Yes 5 0.53% 
Some gaps 8 0.84% 
Large gaps 2 0.21% 
They cover the wrong knowledge and/or skills 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 936 98.42% 

 
Do the Achievement Standards support ākonga Māori to succeed as Māori? (select all that 
apply) (Do the Standards value mātauranga Māori? Do they place the learner at the centre?) 
Option Total Percent 
All standards do this 12 1.26% 
1.1 does this 0 0.00% 
1.2 does this 0 0.00% 
1.3 does this 1 0.11% 
1.4 does this 0 0.00% 
None of the standards do this 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 936 98.42% 

 
Are the Achievement Standards appropriate to Level 6 of the curriculum? (Approximately 
Year 11) 
Option Total Percent 
Yes 7 0.74% 
They are too challenging 0 0.00% 
They are not challenging enough 5 0.53% 
They are a mix of too challenging and too easy 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 936 98.42% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on the Achievement Standards? If you noted that there is 
important knowledge and/or skills missing, please detail that here. 

ANON-
767U-
4EX9-3 

I'm glad that the performance standard is worth 6 credits rather than 4, with Solo 
and Group essentially being combined into this one standard. 
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ANON-
767U-
4ENX-R 

- Standard 1.4 and 1.2 seem unbalanced, yet are both worth 6 credits. 1.4 requires 
work to be collated from across the year, and is an external, yet 1.2 requires simply 
the performance of one 3-4 minute piece. I agree with the balance of 1.2 and 1.4 in 
terms of credits (performance and composition should be equally weighted), but the 
workload required doesn’t seem to be being equally assessed. I understand that 
NZQA has stipulated that each subject may not have more than one portfolio based 
assessment, but I strongly feel a single performance is not comparable with a 
creative portfolio. 
- In addition, I gather 1.2 and 1.4 have gone back and forth between which is 
external and which is internal. I would like to state that I feel this is the wrong way 
around. It is easy for 1.2 to be a level playing field; ākonga from all backgrounds and 
performing in all styles can be equally well assessed externally in a performance of 
their music - higher decile schools aren’t at an advantage over lower decile schools 
as long as the lower decile schools have a camera they can record the 
performances on. However, for 1.4, students in higher decile schools, who may have 
greater access to music software, Sibelius, etc (or students working in more 
classical genres) may be in a better position to collate and send their work to an 
external assessor than those in lower decile schools with fewer resources. It will be 
easier for an examiner to see the student’s intent and compositional skills through a 
neatly presented Sibelius score than it might be through recordings with annotations, 
screenshots, etc. In my opinion, making 1.4 an internally assessed standard would 
allow teachers to assess their students’ creative work in a way which is best for the 
student, rather than in a way which is easiest to package up and send to someone 
else. 

ANON-
767U-
4ERP-M 

We would need a lot more details around the criteria and expected levels of 
outcome and skill level. 

ANON-
767U-
4E3B-7 

The use of the subject specific term "concept" is misleading. The "BIG IDEAs" are 
the overarching concepts. The "concepts" outlined in Explanatory Note 2 (of 1.1) are 
what we have been referring to as "elements" of music. 
 
Using the term "concept" with these 2 different meanings is creating a lack of clarity. 
The language used here is SO important. 

ANON-
767U-
4E3F-B 

The use of the word CONCEPT is confusing at times. I would have associated this 
with the big ideas and understanding the overall outcomes that we are wanting our 
students to develop. Please can this word be changed to ELEMENTS when talking 
about music vocabulary. 

ANON-
767U-
4EGZ-K 

This set of questions was deliberately crafted to illicit responses that help the 
transition to these new standards. The real questions to be asked should allow 
responders to give specific and knowledgeable feedback. The examples of work 
given seem to be chosen on a superficial level with little to no evidence backing up 
choices. The strong recommendation from this group is that exemplars with 
resources and sample tasks are developed and trialed over a longer period than has 
been allocated. 

ANON-
767U-
4EME-4 

I think there just needs to be some more clarification around what the expectations 
are of the assessments. In particular, it is hard to see quite how the externals will 
work. I also there there needs to be more explicit mentioning of teachers have 
professional judgements about length of pieces, compositions etc. 
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ANON-
767U-
4E72-U 

Regarding my answer in question 2, I don't think Māori students are supported but 
rather, there is the opportunity (and in 1.3, the necessity) to incorporate aspects of 
pūoro. It is the teachers who will be supporting students, where they can, to succeed 
as Māori. 

ANON-
767U-
4EBN-2 

Looking at the standards as a whole, I am unsure how this is a full year of work. The 
assessment activities for 1.1 seem like they could be completed very quickly (10 
weeks), the composition portfolio has no indication of how much the students need 
to complete, and there is only one performance. Is this robust enough for a level 1 
course? I wonder if this is not challenging enough as it currently stands. Could there 
be a standard based solely on practical aural skills? not in the sense of writing down 
a melody, but based on the entirety of listening skills used in music. Playback in a 
band situation, recognition of chords, tuning, staying in time with other people, 
feeling rhythm. Could be a way of encouraging better listening skills in a way that is 
practical and necessary for all musicians. 

ANON-
767U-
411A-G 

Could there be inclusion, perhaps in the glossary, of the differentiation between 
‘Music Concepts’ and Music Elements’. Are both terms interchangeable? 
The standards use both terms. 
 
The current Glossary is only confusing as it mentions a number of the Elements as 
being ‘Concepts’ and there is no definition of Music Elements there yet. 
 
We need to know what we are to be teaching, so defining the terms more fully would 
be a good start. Are Music Concepts different? What exactly are they? The definition 
was no help. 
We all know what Music Elements are and will continue unpacking these as part of 
the concepts and context learning. 
 
Perhaps Concepts are the same as Features of Music – things that aren’t exactly 
Elements of music, but used to categorize and explain aspects of music that are 
significant. 
 
Understanding the terms will help us considerably. 
 
Dr Graham McPhail sent me this definition, which could well be used in the glossary: 
'Concepts are abstract ideas we use to think with. Humans have invented concepts 
to 'thingify' (name) the phenomena in the world- either natural or things we have 
created like music. Once something is named and conceptualised it is available for 
discussion, development, and change. This is why language is fundamental to 
teaching and learning. Once we can name something as a concept (e.g. tonality, 
modulation, syncopation) we can usually begin to have more control and 
understanding of our learning. Formal knowledge is made up of interrelated sets of 
concepts e.g., in music tonality is a 'metaconcept' that subsumes keys, scales, 
chords, modulation, tonic etc. So if we are thinking about 'how music works' for 
example then rhythmic structure, form, timbre, and chord progressions could all be 
concepts we would use and teach to enable students to identify, think with and talk 
about the music we are investigating, composing, or performing. We need to 
connect concepts to the 'real' world of musicking of course. I think of elements are 
more specific to a particular piece, but elements and concepts could well be 
synonymous depending on the context. ' 

ANON-
767U-
41S2-3 

1.1 
My concern with this standard is students will want to gravitate to what they already 
know. They will take the path of least resistance if they have too much control over 
deciding what piece to analyse or how to analyse it. Students don't know what they 
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don't know, and they will not explore new and interesting things around music if they 
chose the path of least resistance. 
1.1 + 1.2 
Students ability to 'perform' in this section has the disadvantage (along with 1.2) that 
there is not main milestone or reason to improve on their instrument. They instead 
can get by on their instrument will smaller task. It seems for 1.2 that they can gain 
the credits when performing ONLY in a group setting. This means students will could 
head into level 2 without developing the skillset as a solo performer. Or build the 
skills to perform with confidence. 
1.2 
Should require two performance opportunities, 1 as a soloist, 1 as a member of a 
group (this includes duets/duo). 
The concern also is if students realise they can personalise their program in 1.1,1.3 
and 1.4 without needing to play their instrument, and they only need to do 1 group 
performance for 1.2. What role will itinerant/private teachers play in the student's 
development? Students might be content with no wanting to develop their skillset. 
 
1.3 
Teachers need resources for this. the NZ education system has no centralised hub 
for teachers to go to for resources/unit plans/lesson plans etc. which results in too 
many teachers having to independently create their own resources which is a waste 
of time in the bigger picture. 
Forcing this to be conducted at the end of term 2 is not ideal, it should be down to 
teacher discretion as to when to have it. 
1.4 
needs to have a set number of pieces to be arranged/composed and timeframes. 
How will this be marked? do individual teachers mark then we have to send to 
NZQA? are NZQA okay with different file types being sent? 
 
Main concerns 
- The program seems to not have enough emphasis on the development of a skillset 
on an instrument that could lead into a program at L2. I fear instrumentalists at L1 
who take this program wont develop in the required skills to meet music creation or 
music representation at L2. 
- What role will itinerants have if the Level 1 program steers away a focus on solo 
performance to more of a 'mini' project approach that I feel is offered with 1.1 and 
1.2. 

ANON-
767U-
411W-6 

The use of the word concept does not make sense as these are known as Elements 
of music and should remain the same. The Elements of music are fixed and 
foundational where as the word concepts suggest they are just an idea. 
 
There needs to be better definitions surrounding the word conventions - this was 
missing in the glossary and means that there is room for misinterpretation. 
 
The use of tikanga in 1.3 is tricky to understand in relation to music, the use of te reo 
maori and culture makes sense but not tikanga. It is unclear how you would 
determine by listening to a song where the tikanga is in it. Could this be defined 
better or examples given to make clear what students will need to do in this setting. 
 
It is a shame that in a practical subject students are only going to be given one 
opportunity to be assessed on their performance/playing skills. I think that for many 
students this would be a disadvantage not to have several opportunities to be 
assessed on their performance skills specifically. 
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The simplification of 1.1 and 1.3 is really beneficial and I think the students will 
connect with the work better. 
 
A little concerned that we will have some students who are musically illiterate as the 
theory components are removed from assessment completely making it difficult to 
play in adult contexts later in life. No assessment = less priority overall from 
teachers in teaching the content. 
 
How will the external marking work? Are we making hand in dates flexible to each 
school so that teachers can arrange the music program as they see fit. Hand in 
dates could make it tricky for those working to different term or semester schedules. 
 
What happens for students who do not pass a standard? Re subs for higher than 
achieved or simply to pass will be important to many, and it could be rather 
catastrophic for students who do not pass at all. 

ANON-
767U-
41AD-3 

1.1 - the material given is vastly different in the three examples and would result in 
very different experiences and the gaining of knowledge for those taking it. 
1.2 - 6 credits for a performance where as presently it's 10 credits for 3. Not sure 
about this. Group performance is so different to solo. 
1.3 - I need help with this. I need PD to get the culture right, I need resources for 
appropriate sources and it NEEDS to be at the right level. Also a report in Term 2 
with 4 weeks to prepare. This will totally dictate the school calendar, what happens 
to shows and performances? Will we know when in advance? Also my students 
have 40 mins a week less so how do I make sure they have enough time to 
prepare? So many unknowns with this standard and to do it in the first half of the 
year when you have to upskill students to get them ready for Level 1. Very few walk 
in with 3 years itinerant experience. 
1.4 Create original music - how big is the portfolio and what exactly do you want? 

ANON-
767U-
41XM-3 

Clarification is needed about concepts, skills, knowledge and musical elements. 

ANON-
767U-
416K-Y 

Too vague. 
Disadvantage to students who are more performance, have less interest & ability in 
other areas. 
Some of us believe the credit values are weighted incorrectly, and suggest each 
standard should be equally 5 credits. Some clarity from the working group about the 
justification for the current credit values would be helpful. 
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